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This year’s conference 
theme is connections and 
collaborations…

So, over the past few 
months I started to think 
what aspect of connecting 
and collaborating I could 
speak to most valuably.

My many and varied 
training and consulting 
experiences over the last 
year quickly led me 
towards the obvious 
answer…
the forging of more 
authentic and richer 
connections while we are 
engaged in UX work



I have found that there is 
value even in the most basic 
and quick user experience 
interactions while 
researching…

- an ad hoc guerrilla interview
- a short usability test 
- brief user comments on a 
prototype you are testing

In fact I regularly say that any 
user research, however brief, 
inconsequential, or lacking in 
accepted technique, will bear 
fruit. 

And, as Steve Krug famously 
said about usability testing…



‘Testing with one user 
is 100% better than 
testing with none’
(Steve Krug – ‘Don’t Make Me Think’)



I guess he meant that people don’t do as much user research as they 
should and most people do NONE at all, so doing any is good.

And I’d agree with him.

But, and it’s a big…

[Note that I resisted my urge to have an image of a big butt here]



…some user experience research 
methods can offer you a whole world 
of previously untapped detail and 
expression, and therefore much richer 
connections than others



Talking is great. 
I love to talk. 

That much is probably 
obvious. But when I talk, 
I’m not sharing everything I 
think and feel. 

I’m choosing my words, 
hopefully in a careful and 
considered manner.

This is why verbal research 
methods cannot offer us 
the fullest picture.



When I teach user 
experience research 
methods guerrilla 
interviews are one of the 
most popular methods 
with participants.

And many fruitful 
interactions are had inside 
and outside of libraries. 

However, this technique 
can only ever tell us part 
of the story…



People tell us:

- what we want to hear

- what they feel is safe 

- sometimes they even tell 
us the truth (!) but even 
then, only as it occurs to 
them in that moment, while 
talking to you

And although I teach 
interview techniques that 
should help the interviewee 
open up and focus on their 
world and not the agenda 
of the researcher, with 
interviews alone we are still 
missing a huge opportunity.



The opportunity lies in 
inviting subjects to use what 
we have come to call their 
‘right brains’.

The part that has been said to govern:

• imagination
• holistic thinking
• intuition
• arts
• rhythm
• non-verbal cues
• feelings 
• visualisation
• daydreaming



However…

The idea that individuals have either 
left- or right-brained dominance has 
now been debunked.

Also the split between what each side 
governs is not as clean as this 
diagram suggests – the two sides of 
our brains work together and 
complement each other. And you don’t 
actually use only one side of your 
brain at a time. 

But, it is still valid to consider activities 
that might exercise the more 
imaginative and creative ‘right’ side. 



Many UX research methods are available that offer us the 
opportunity to exercise the ‘right brain’. 

I have chosen to focus on 3 specific methods…

Love & Break-up Letters
users writing letters to a service 
as if it is someone they love or 

are breaking up with

Cognitive Mapping
users drawing pictures of their 

experience on paper with 
different coloured pens

Generative Play
users building physical models 
of their experiences, thoughts 

and feelings



None of these techniques are 
about talking first, instead they 
involve flexing other forms of 
creative expression, namely:

Ø drawing
Ø writing
Ø building

And this means they offer us an 
alternative and unparalleled 
window into experience.

Unfortunately these methods are 
not used enough.



Why are these methods not used as 
much?
It feels weird to ask people to draw you a picture or 
write you a letter – it requires some bravery to ask. 

Remember that weird is good.

When researching there’s often an assumption that 
people will not want to do something creative – we 
decide for people what they will and won’t do. But 
most people will be more creative than you imagine.

In respect of generative play with LEGO, or other 
modelling materials – putting a kit together and 
getting people to actually attend a workshop can be 
significant obstacles.

But the rewards will more than repay any effort you 
put in. Be brave!



Stop worrying about bothering people!
99% will want to take part.

Stop worrying about the time of year!
Most people want a break regardless.

As well as being brave you need to stop doing 2 things.
2 things that prevent UX work happening more than anything else…



Cognitive Mapping examples
users drawing pictures of their 

experience on paper with different 
coloured pens







The wizard represents a world in which the 
library can be the place of his dreams. 

And his one biggest dream was for someone 
to realise that people who use wheelchairs 
like himself can’t reach the sort of 
whiteboards that have been installed in the 
library 

He also wished for a longer torso so that 
might help him reach the whiteboard too. 

How easy would it be to install whiteboards 
which go lower?

This guy had never told anyone about this 
struggle until he drew this picture! This is 
why we must get over ourselves and 
approach people and do this research.



The student who drew this map at Victoria 
University, Wellington New Zealand gave us 
so much obvious and important data:

• wanting a seat with a good view when 
studying

• the specific study tables and chairs they 
liked to use

• their favourite area: the Level 1 PC area
• getting annoyed by other people talking in 

the Level 2 quiet area
• not liking the leather armchairs cos they 

were sticky and hot in summer
• and also the gross chewing gum stuck 

under tables.

This student loved to express themselves 
through drawing, others can be less 
confident but their maps are just as 
valuable…



Table and chair (2022)
It doesn’t look like much and there 
was a danger that it could be 
overlooked as a research artefact, 
but it told a beautifully simple and 
important story…

‘I need a chair at a desk with a 
partition barrier for privacy and a 
reliable power point for my laptop’

‘Also, I need other people in the 
library (see the green man and 
desk) to be as far away from me as 
possible.’



Of course there are also those who thrive on the 
library being a busy environment…

This map drawn at Monash University, 
Melbourne, show how a user finds the library to 
be productive - a place where they can think 
clearly precisely because they do not feel 
isolated. They need to talk to others while 
studying and actively use discussion rooms for 
this purpose. 

Their representation of being unproductive was 
being at home lying on their bed watching 
Netflix. 

There were still library struggles though – e.g. 
seeking online help with essay research – but 
mostly the library (represented by the shining 
sun at the top left) was for this user a place 
where they were not to alone where they felt 
‘mentally, physically and spiritually well’. 



Some beautiful and quotable 
sentiments about the library – I’d make 
t-shirts or posters at the very least! 



Most cognitive maps do not communicate 
much data in and of themselves.

The process is as much about the interview 
that the drawing leads into. What they tell you 
after they have finished getting their thoughts 
down on paper. 

This map drawn at Stockholm’s central public 
library back in March led into a frank and 
detailed interview about the importance of 
peace, quiet and calm in the library due to the 
absence of these spaces elsewhere in society 
– the library as the third space – and how this 
should be upheld at all costs. 



In Perth, Australia we learned a lot from 
students who were asked for drawings of 
their dream library.

In this one, as well as a helpdesk at 
which they could receive 24/7 assistance 
with Endnote and their assignments, 
they drew:

• hammocks
• beanbags
• a tent for cosy study
• music 
• oh, and books

Apart from their decision to house their 
dream library on the moon (!) all these 
things could be prototyped to see if other 
students have similar dream libraries.



Finally, I just had to share this drawing 
by a student from Christchurch New 
Zealand which depicts strengths and 
weaknesses of the University of 
Canterbury library. It depicts:

• the honesty of coming to the library to use 
PCs for YouTube as well as Word / 
Windows

• their love of books and how they actually 
liked to feel small in front of the book 
shelves as the knowledge towers over 
them

• and hating the ‘no hot food’ policy because 
it’s how she survives studying in the library



Cognitive Mapping Exercise

Draw on a post-it with a Sharpie what you hope to get out 
of this conference – it can be one thing or lots of things.

You have 1 minute to draw. 

Find a partner. You have 1 minute to describe your 
drawings to each other.  

Thank you! At the break I want you to 
stick your post-it to the back wall. 



Love & Break-up Letters examples
users writing letters to a service as if it is 

someone they love or are breaking up with









Generative Play examples
users building physical models 
of their experiences, thoughts 

and feelings



This LEGO model 
represented how a staff 
member felt about their 
website: 

‘Ruling mine and my 
colleagues working lives, 
regardless of staff 
seniority or position. And 
yet, the website is  a 
heap of junk that is not  
well used. The best thing 
about it is that it looks 
superficially pretty!’



This LEGO model –
incorporating all of the 
individual problem models 
built (including the previous 
model pictured) 
represented how a  group 
of staff members felt they 
could change the website 
workflow for the benefit of 
all stakeholders.

It might look like a pile of 
LEGO but in fact it was an 
incredibly complex model 
of need and behaviour and 
at this stage participants 
are not seeing the LEGO 
anymore but a visual lens.



This LEGO model depicted the joy and 
wonder of libraries – the library raising the 
user up on a solid foundation and 
expanding their knowledge and capacity 
for retaining and gathering information.

The skeletons represented those people 
who don’t get the value of libraries, out in 
the void, without any support or indeed 
knowledge. 

Eep.



This LEGO model, built by a neuro-divergent 
user, conversely represented how anxious the 
library made them feel. 

The model shows too many different choices 
and paths when looking for a seat, and indeed 
for books and data, and an overwhelming 
colour palette which just read as noise to them. 

This led into a fascinating interview about what 
a calm and welcoming space might look like.



Love & Break-up Letters
users writing letters to a service 
as if it is someone they love or 

are breaking up with

Cognitive Mapping
users drawing pictures of their 

experience on paper with 
different coloured pens

Generative Play
users building physical models 
of their experiences, thoughts 

and feelings

Other techniques are available…



Idea Generation
generating ideas for new or 

modified spaces or services in 
response to user research data

Prototyping
testing new service ideas in the 

form of physical or digital 
prototypes

But the opportunity should not end here with UX Research 
methods, we library staff should also be ensuring we engage 
our ‘right brains’ at the UX Design stage too…











































Summary

We need to go beyond only using verbal methods. ’Right 
brain’ methods will offer richer information and forge deeper 
connections with, and greater understanding of, our users.

UX work is a team sport: we should also be using visual 
methods when ideating and prototyping together to ensure 
richer collaboration, through which greater meaning and depth 
is shared. Also: craft materials bring joy. 

You are NOT bothering students. Regardless of the time of 
year they will appreciate the break and the fact that you are 
asking them about their opinion and experience, especially if 
they get the chance to do this through a fun and creative 
medium.

The most common thing I hear EVERY time I train in UX: 
‘Our users are so lovely and they were incredibly keen to 
help. We wish we’d realised this sooner!’
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